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QUESTION 1

A solution developer is defining a DFDL model for a file that defines a purchase order. A field in the header,ItemCount,
defines the number of purchase order items contained in the purchase order. The schema model is defined as shown
below. 

What modification must the developer make to the model to ensure that the number of items in the purchaseorder is
equal to the value inItemCount? 

A. Set theOccursCountKindproperty toImplicit. 

B. Add an Assert toItemsthat tests that items is less than or equal toItemCount. 

C. Add a variable instance to thesequenceelement that counts the number ofItems records. 

D. Set theOccursCountKindproperty forItemstoExpressionand set the expression to{../Header/ItemCount}. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A solution developer encounters a problem while testing a message flow starting with the MQInput node and using the
XMLNSC domain. The solution developer added a trace node wired to the output terminal of the MQInput node to
display the contents of the data being passed. 

Which value does the solution developer need to set for the trace pattern to display the entire message? 

A. $ {Root} 

B. $ {XMLNSC} 

C. $ {InputRoot} 

D. $ {InputRoot. XMLNSC } 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 3

A solution developer is building a solution that integrates with a COBOL application.The COBOL copybook that defines
the record layout is available to the solution developer. 

What should the developer do to make use of the latest IBM Integration Bus V9.0 features and create a new message
model in the least number of steps? 

A. Use themqsicreatemsqdefscommand to import the COBOL copybook. 

B. Use the DFDL schema editor to define the message model manually using the COBOL copybook as a guide. 

C. Use a wizard to select the COBOL message type, choose the "Create a DFDL schema file by importing a COBOL
copybook or program", and then select your copybook to import. 

D. Use a wizard to select the COBOL message type, choose the "Create a MRM message definition by importing a
COBOL copybook or program", and then select your copybook to import. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A solution developer is using the DataPower Security Wizard to configure an HTTP Input node. In the IBM Integration
Explorer, the solution developer needs to merge new request and response rules into an 

existing DataPower XML Firewall policy. When the developer does the merge a new policy is created. What can the
developer conclude from this result? 

A. The Policy Set binding is not configured. 

B. The DataPower XML Filewall policy does not exist. 

C. The DataPower existing XML Filewall settings have been altered. 

D. The connection to the DataPower Security Wizard failed because SSL cert is invalid. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

When using the IBM built-in node to output a file using WebSphere MQ Managed File Transfer, which message tree
must be used to override the node properties? 

A. Environment.Destination.File 

B. Environment.Destination.FTE 

C. LocalEnvironment.Destination.FTE 

D. LocalEnvironment.WrittenDestination.FTE 

Correct Answer: D 
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